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Abstract 

Ground-penetrating radar (GPR) is a nondestructive geophysical tech-
nique used to create images of the subsurface. A major limitation of GPR is 
that a subject matter expert (SME) needs to post-process and interpret the 
data, limiting the technique’s use. Post-processing is time-intensive and, 
for detailed processing, requires proprietary software. The goal of this 
study is to develop automated GPR post-processing software, compatible 
with Geophysical Survey Systems, Inc. (GSSI) data, in open-source R pro-
gramming. This would eliminate the need for an SME to process GPR 
data, remove proprietary software dependencies, and render GPR more 
accessible. This study collected GPR profiles by using a GSSI SIR4000 
control unit, a 100 MHz antenna, and a Trimble GPS. A standardized 
method for post-processing data was then established, which includes 
static data removal, time-zero correction, distance normalization, data fil-
tering, and stacking. These steps were scripted and automated in R pro-
gramming, excluding data filtering, which was used from an existing 
package, RGPR. The study compared profiles processed using GSSI soft-
ware to profiles processed using the R script developed here to ensure 
comparable functionality and output. While an SME is currently still nec-
essary for interpretations, this script eliminates the need for one to post-
process GSSI GPR data. 

DISCLAIMER: The contents of this report are not to be used for advertising, publication, or promotional purposes. 
Citation of trade names does not constitute an official endorsement or approval of the use of such commercial products. 
All product names and trademarks cited are the property of their respective owners. The findings of this report are not to 
be construed as an official Department of the Army position unless so designated by other authorized documents. 

DESTROY THIS REPORT WHEN NO LONGER NEEDED. DO NOT RETURN IT TO THE ORIGINATOR. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background 

Ground-penetrating radar (GPR) is a nondestructive geophysical tech-
nique that uses reflected electromagnetic energy to create images of the 
subsurface. The system works by transmitting electromagnetic waves of a 
known frequency into the ground in a spherical shape. These waves reflect 
off subsurface structures with different electrical conduction properties or 
dielectric relative permittivities located behind, directly below, and in 
front of the antenna (due to the spherical shape of the signal). A receiver at 
the surface records two-way travel time (TWTT), or the time it takes for a 
wave to travel down to an interface and back up to a receiver at the sur-
face, as well as the amplitude, or strength of the signal (Figures 1 and 2; 
Baker et al. 2007). With this information, changes in physical properties 
(geologic interfaces and other features), electromagnetic wave velocities, 
and depths to interfaces and features can be estimated.   

Figure 1. Left, depiction of ground-penetrating radar (GPR; orange rectangle) being towed 
across the surface and transmitting electromagnetic energy into the subsurface in a spherical 
shape. Right, depiction of GPR imaging a boulder in the subsurface over time as the antenna 
is towed from position 1 (P1) through position 5 (P5). Note that the boulder is imaged while 

the antenna is located in front of, directly over, and beyond the boulder.  
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Figure 2. GPR data collection. 

 

GPR is a widely utilized technique that has applications in geological in-
vestigations (e.g., Campbell et al. 2017), archaeology (e.g., Ciampoli et al. 
2020; Ristić et al. 2020), construction and engineering (e.g., Morcous and 
Erdogmus 2009; Amran et al. 2017), environmental remediation (e.g., 
Steelman et al. 2017; Shao et al. 2018), military operations (Abeynayake 
and Tran 2016), and other industries. A major limitation of using GPR, 
however, is that a subject matter expert (SME) must post-process and in-
terpret the data, which makes widespread use less likely. Post-processing, 
defined here as universal modifications made to GPR data after its collec-
tion, including static data removal, time-zero correction, distance normali-
zation, data filtering, and stacking, is typically a time-intensive process 
and, for more detailed processing, requires costly proprietary software. 
These factors further limit widespread use of GPR. 

1.2 Objectives 

The goal of this study was to develop automated GPR post-processing soft-
ware in the open-source R programming language (henceforth “R”). This 
would eliminate the need for an SME to post-process GPR data, remove 
dependencies on proprietary GPR data processing programs, and ulti-
mately render GPR a more accessible tool to evaluate the subsurface. To 
achieve this goal, the objectives were (1) to define a standardized post-pro-
cessing procedure for Geophysical Survey Systems Inc. (GSSI) GPR data, 
(2) to collect GPR data to support script development, and (3) to create an 
automated routine in R that could carry out all defined GPR post-pro-
cessing steps.  
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1.3 Approach 

To achieve the objectives, the team defined a standardized procedure for 
GPR file post-processing using GSSI software “RADAN” (GSSI 2017a). 
Subsequently, previously developed GPR-processing scripts written in R 
were reviewed to determine if existing scripts could carry out all the re-
quired post-processing steps. To meet script-development needs, multiple 
rounds of fieldwork were conducted to acquire specific GPR profiles, such 
as profiles with varying lengths of static data, collected with high-accuracy 
GPS, and with differing stacking values. These files were used in the devel-
opment of a stand-alone script, written in R, to perform all defined GPR 
post-processing steps.  

Section 2 of this report addresses the defined post-processing steps needed 
to generate interpretable GPR data. Section 3 highlights the portions of a 
previously developed script written in R called RGPR (Huber and Hans 
2018), which this study used in part. Section 4 provides the methodology 
and equipment used for multiple data collections in the field, while section 
5 details the automated GPR post-processing script developed in R. Section 
6 outlines conclusions from script development and provides insights into 
next steps for future development. The Appendix provides the GPR post-
processing script developed (with operating instructions). 
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2 GPR Post-Processing 

The full manner in which GPR data is post-processed largely depends on 
the application and the properties of targets of interest. However, several 
post-processing steps are universal, or required, for all GPR profile inter-
pretations regardless of end-user application. To assist in defining a stand-
ardized post-processing methodology, GSSI’s proprietary RADAN GPR 
software was utilized, as only GSSI GPR equipment was used in this pro-
ject. Profiles processed using RADAN acted as a baseline to compare with 
profiles processed using this study’s R script to ensure comparable func-
tionality and end results. The standardized GPR post-processing proce-
dure defined for this study was performed for the same surveys that were 
processed in RADAN. This procedure includes the following steps: (1) 
static data removal, (2) time-zero correction, (3) distance normalization, 
(4) data filtering, and (5) stacking. These post-processing steps remove in-
significant portions of the data (step 1), correct the y- (step 2) and x-axes 
(step 3), remove unwanted noise (step 4), and improve signal-to-noise ra-
tios (step 5). The following subsections provide a more detailed descrip-
tion of the post-processing steps and why each is necessary.  

2.1 Static Data removal 

Static data refers to any data collected while a GPR antenna is stationary. 
Static data usually occur at the beginning and end of GPR profiles because 
of delays between when data collection is initiated and the operator begins 
moving or, conversely, delays between when the operator stops moving 
and data collection is terminated (Figure 3). Static data can also occur any-
where within a profile if the operator stops moving for a given length of 
time. Removing the resultant static and insignificant data ensures an accu-
rate calculation of the horizontal distance traveled and combines features 
surveyed together into a continuous subsurface profile.  
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Figure 3. A GPR profile collected with a 200 MHz* antenna. The left and right y-axes depict 
depth below the surface in meters and TWTT (two-way travel time) in nanoseconds, 

respectively. The x-axis shows the profile with all the raw traces, which includes static data at 
the beginning and end of the profile (when the antenna was stationary) as well as the time 
the antenna was towed along the ground surface (between static data portions). The red-

bracketed sections labeled “1” highlight areas of static data at the beginning and end of the 
profile. The red arrow labeled “2” shows an offset between the ground surface (0 m depth) 

and the start of the data. The red-bracketed section labeled “3” shows an area between two 
white-dashed line user marks. These user marks, or high-resolution GPS data, are used to 

distance normalize the data and correct the x-axis. 

 

2.2 Time-zero correction 

Time zero refers to the arrival of the first transmitted pulse to the receiver, 
which denotes the location of the ground surface. Time zero is typically set 
arbitrarily during data collection and therefore is not aligned with the ac-
tual location of the surface. This results in inaccurate TWTT, depths, and 
depth-to-feature estimates. The depth estimates in GPR profiles used in 
this study are made using a single velocity, which results in a level of inac-
curacy as reflections are produced only when velocity changes occur. How-
ever, these velocity changes are minor and result in small (centimeter-
scale) as opposed to large (meter-scale) inaccuracies. Note that multiple 
offset surveys and variable velocity-migration techniques can provide 
more-accurate velocity and associated depth estimates, but these tech-
niques are beyond the scope of this development.  

Time-zero correction, however, improves depth estimates. When collect-
ing GPR data, the direct wave, or the wave that results from energy travel-
ing between the transmitter and receiver in the air, arrives at the receiver 
prior to energy propagation into the ground and, therefore, can be an indi-
cation of the actual location of the surface (Leach 2019). In a GPR profile, 

 
* For a full list of the spelled-out forms of the units of measure used in this document and their con-

versions, please refer to US Government Publishing Office Style Manual, 31st ed. (Washington, DC: US 
Government Publishing Office, 2016), 245–252, https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/GPO-STYLEMANUAL-
2016/pdf/GPO-STYLEMANUAL-2016.pdf. 
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the direct wave appears as a flat wavelet at the top of the profile, above 
which there is a lack of amplitude response caused by the receiver listening 
for an energy return prior to the transmitter sending a signal. During time-
zero correction, the direct wave is automatically removed to accurately de-
pict the ground surface location (see Figure 3; Leach 2019).  

Time-zero correction refers to a vertical adjustment of the data to calibrate 
zero depth with time zero (T0) on the vertical axis. Time-zero corrections 
are made by designating the first arrival of a wave at T0 “zero”, or level 
with the ground surface. Although there are a variety of ways to correct 
time zero, this study used the “first positive peak” method, in which the 
first positive peak of the direct wave is positioned at the 0 m depth loca-
tion to set the position of the ground surface (Yelf 2004; Leach 2019). 

2.3 Distance normalization 

Distance normalization is a correction of the distance traveled during data 
collection (x-axis) and is necessary to accurately locate the position of tar-
gets of interest along a GPR profile. In practice, GPR operators generate 
user marks during data collection, which are manual entries in the data 
that represent a known spatial distance and are generally essential for dis-
tance normalization. For example, an operator may enter a user mark in 
the data every 5 m of distance traveled (see Figure 3). Operators typically 
collect handheld GPS data in tandem with GPR data to obtain latitude and 
longitude positions to use for post-processing. These handheld GPS units 
often have low-accuracies but are used routinely to guide user-mark entry. 
In post-processing, however, there are typically an unequal number of 
traces found between user marks because of inconsistencies in data collec-
tion towing speed. Distance normalization is a method to interpolate the 
location of individual traces in the profile such that there are an equal 
number of traces per unit distance (see Figure 3). This method is com-
monly known as “rubber-sheeting.” The RADAN software distance nor-
malizes data via rubber-sheeting, where the unit distance is defined by 
manual user marks that correspond to known locations along the length of 
the profile.  

Alternatively, collecting high-accuracy GPS data can eliminate the need to 
manually enter user marks. For this study, a Trimble GPS with a sampling 
rate of 1 Hz and a resolution of ±10 cm was used. With GPS data of this 
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kind, equitemporal (1 Hz) GPS locations replace user marks, and an SME 
selects the desired unit distance over which the traces in the survey are 
distance normalized (such as 1 m, 5 m, 10 m, etc.; see section 5.3 for more 
details). In this study, distance normalization required an attached high-
accuracy GPS unit (i.e., manual user marks could not be used due to their 
low accuracy).  

2.4 Data filtering  

While there are a variety of data filtering post-processing methods that can 
reduce noise and enhance the visibility of features of interest within GPR 
profiles, the creation of unwanted artifacts or the accidental removal of 
meaningful data can occur if a profile is over filtered. Therefore, this study 
used a simple band-pass filter, which is a post-processing technique that 
reduces noise in GPR data by removing all frequencies that fall outside of a 
specified range (or “band”). This filter alters the profile’s amplitude with 
respect to frequency.  

GPR antennas, such as a 100 or 200 MHz antenna, are labeled based on 
the center frequency collected, but the antenna receives and records data 
over a larger frequency range. For example, a 200 MHz antenna has a cen-
ter frequency of 200 MHz but can receive a range of lower and higher fre-
quencies, such as 100 to 300 MHz. Frequencies furthest from the center 
frequency introduce noise in the data. Removing this noise provides 
clearer data and improved interpretation. To remove unwanted frequen-
cies, a band-pass filter is used with thresholds determined through a de-
fault formula of plus or minus half the center frequency of the antenna, 
though end users may adjust this range if desired. This threshold fre-
quency formula was selected in this study as it is recommended in the 
GSSI operation’s manual (GSSI 2017b). For example, the frequency 
thresholds for a 200 MHz antenna would be 100 MHz and 300 MHz, elim-
inating all other frequencies outside of this band.  

2.5 Stacking 

Stacking is a horizontal data filter that aids in data visualization as it im-
proves the signal-to-noise ratio and reduces random noise. Stacking ap-
plies a lateral moving average to the data to average adjacent traces (GSSI 
2017a). Combined adjacent traces are output as a single trace (e.g., traces 
3, 4, and 5 are averaged to produce a new trace 4 value; traces 4, 5, and 6 
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are averaged to produce a new trace 5 value, and so on), but the total num-
ber of traces in the profile is preserved. Note, this is different from stack-
ing applications in other programs, such as RADAN, where the total 
number of traces in the profile is reduced by a factor equal to the stacking 
value. In this study, stacking is applied as an infinite impulse response 
(IIR) filter operating in the horizontal direction or as a running average in 
the horizontal direction within a defined window size. Note, the selected 
window size of traces to combine enables the filter to output the same 
number of traces that are input. However, stacking too many traces creates 
a window that is too large and will potentially filter out high-frequency 
(i.e., small) targets in the dataset. The IIR horizontal filter process has a 
1/n influence on the number of traces, where n is the number of traces that 
are stacked (Figure 4). An n value that is too large will adversely influence 
the data by oversmoothing it. The negative impact of a running average fil-
ter is a reduction in signal amplitude of potentially meaningful data, along 
with the incoherent noise. However, the horizontal running average does 
not alter the phase of the signal.  

Figure 4. Top, GPR profile collected with a 100 MHz antenna at the Cold Regions Research 
and Engineering Laboratory (CRREL) in Hanover, New Hampshire, in October 2020. The 

area outlined by the dashed line is shown in the bottom panels. Bottom, panels A, B, and C 
show the same area of the profile above with different stacking values applied. A was 

stacked once, B was stacked three times, and C was stacked 20 times. The horizontal ovals 
in A and B show horizontal banding (noise) that was reduced as a result of the stacking. 
The vertical ovals in B and C show hyperbolas that were present in B but inadvertently 

removed in C as a result of overstacking and oversmoothing of the data. 
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The number of traces selected to stack is typically based on the observed 
noise of the profile. In this study, the number of stacked traces was set to a 
default value of three, though the end user can select a different value if re-
quired for their processing needs. Section 5.5 discusses the reasoning be-
hind this default value. 
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3 Existing Post-Processing 

Prior to automating the defined GPR post-processing steps, a literature re-
view was conducted as part of this project to determine if other GPR-pro-
cessing software in R existed and, if so, whether any portion of it could be 
leveraged for this study. Ultimately, R was selected because personnel had 
expertise in this language and because of the existence of one publicly ac-
cessible package called RGPR. RGPR is an open-source GPR visualization 
and processing software package written in R and located on GitHub (Hu-
ber and Hans 2018). RGPR allows users to load, plot, visualize, and pro-
cess GPR data. RGPR script development was based around Sensors & 
Software Inc. GPR data, though it has since been updated to incorporate 
capabilities for other GPR file types, including GSSI’s proprietary DZT file 
type. RGPR’s data loading, plotting, comparison (subtracting one GPR 
profile from another), and filtering capabilities were used in this study. 
Four of the study’s five defined post-processing steps were developed inde-
pendently from RGPR, including static data removal, time-zero correction, 
distance normalization, and stacking. Two of these five steps, time-zero 
correction and data filtering, exist in RGPR. While the RGPR data filtering 
was used in this study, the time-zero correction was not as it did not fit 
within the overall developed workflow for this project. The other three 
steps, static data removal, distance normalization, and stacking, are not 
available in RGPR.  
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4 GPR Data Collection 

Fieldwork was conducted at the Cold Regions Research and Engineering 
Laboratory (CRREL) in Hanover, New Hampshire, to acquire GPR da-
tasets that would support the development of the automated post-pro-
cessing software (Figure 5). This area was selected because of its ease of 
access as well as the presence of known near-surface infrastructure (Figure 
6). Knowing the location of the near-surface infrastructure ensured the 
post-processing script did not alter GPR-imaging of the subsurface fea-
tures (i.e., the expression of features did not change significantly within 
the profiles when processed through the script). GSSI GPR equipment was 
used for this fieldwork, including a SIR4000 control unit and 100 MHz, 
200 MHz, and 400 MHz antennas. Additionally, simultaneous GPS data 
were collected using a Trimble SPS852 and a GA810 Global Navigation 
Satellite System (GNSS) rover antenna (Figure 7). In total, 201 unique pro-
files were collected in 2020 for this effort.  

Figure 5. Location of the CRREL field site. The 
yellow circle in the inset denotes the location of 
the laboratory. The red rectangle highlights the 

general area of data collection. 
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Figure 6. Left, subsurface infrastructure map of the parking lot data collection 
area shown in Fig. 5. The black grid represents several lanes of data collection. 

The enlarged image in the middle depicts subsurface infrastructure that crosses 
the data collection lanes perpendicularly. The image on the right shows GPR 

data collected at this location, in which a red arrow indicates the infrastructure 
crossed (a concrete culvert). 

 

Figure 7. A typical GPR and GPS setup during field collections. This data collection occurred in 
August 2020 at CRREL. In front of the two cinder blocks, the red-orange rectangular 100 MHz 
antenna has a Trimble SPS852 and GA810 Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) rover 
antenna secured in a backpack placed within a milk crate. The crate is held in place using 

straps that attach to the antenna. The blue cable attached to the antenna connects the 
SIR4000 control unit (not pictured). 
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To develop a static data-removal script, profiles were collected that con-
tained intentional static data at the beginning and end of profiles, as well 
as in the middle of the profile. For time-zero correction, data were col-
lected that intentionally had time zero set at a poor location (and therefore 
needed to be corrected). To support distance-normalization development, 
profiles of various lengths and towing speeds were collected; and for data 
filtering, multifrequency data using all three antennas were collected. To 
develop a stacking script, both unstacked data and data that were stacked 
4 and 16 times were collected to compare with data that were stacked 4 
and 16 times during post-processing (as opposed to stacking applied con-
current with data collection). 
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5 GPR Post-Processing in R 

In this section, the methods used in R to develop the five standardized GPR 
post-processing steps are presented and described. The data from a sample 
GPR profile (Figure 8) has been processed through each of the five steps, 
and the respective changes to the profile are presented throughout this sec-
tion. This profile was collected on 20 October 2020 at CRREL using the 
equipment setup shown in Figure 7. The total distance traveled during data 
collection was 60 m, and the profile is composed of 4,915 traces. 

Figure 8. Example of a raw GPR profile collected on 20 October 2020 at CRREL by using a 
100 MHz GSSI antenna. The y-axis depicts the TWTT in nanoseconds. In a, the x-axis 

represents the total distance traveled according to GPS data; in b, the x-axis represents the 
total number of traces in the raw (unprocessed) profile, where static data are more 
pronounced at the beginning, middle, and end of the profile (when the antenna was 

stationary). The amplitude, or strength of the signal, is depicted by the red, white, and blue 
color ramp. 

(a) 

 

(b) 
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The GPS and GPR units used in this study had different sampling rates. 
The GPS unit recorded location data at a rate of 1 Hz (e.g., 1 sample per 
second), and the GPR antenna emitted electromagnetic pulses at a fre-
quency of 24 Hz (e.g., 24 traces or scans per second). With RGPR, GPS co-
ordinates are interpolated to every trace in the GPR profile upon reading 
the profile into R. However, for the purposes of this post-processing script, 
GPR traces and their corresponding GPS coordinates were sampled at the 
lower sampling rate (1 Hz). At this sampling rate, the velocity (meters per 
second), or towing speed, of the GPR antenna was more readily computed.  

5.1 Static data removal in R 

Static data removal is the first step in the overall post-processing work-
flow. The removal of static data relies on the high-accuracy, high-resolu-
tion GPS coordinates (longitude and latitude in decimal degrees) that 
correspond to each trace in the GPR profile rather than on the GPR traces 
themselves (which is how static data are removed in GSSI’s RADAN). The 
difference between standing still and acceleration (starting) or decelera-
tion (ending), which correspond to static versus kinetic data collection, can 
be distinguished from the GPS coordinates.  

The difference between static data and kinetic data can be determined by 
investigating the relationship between the theoretical distance traveled 
and the actual distance traveled. The theoretical distance traveled consid-
ers the total linear distance traveled during data collection (the Haversine 
distance [distance on a sphere] between the first GPS coordinate and the 
last GPS coordinate) and assumes equal spacing (∆𝑥𝑥) between traces. The 
actual distance traveled considers the recorded GPS coordinates of each 
trace along the profile (∆𝑦𝑦), accounting for the physical movement of the 
GPR unit.  

When the GPS and GPR units are active and stationary (i.e., static), the 
GPS records repeat coordinates and the GPR antenna records repeat 
traces of a single location. Similarly, the distance to each trace from the 
first position at that location remains at or near zero since multiple GPS 
coordinates of the same or similar location (within ±10 cm) are recorded. 
At this same location, the theoretical distance to each trace from the first 
position increases as though the units were moving. When the GPS and 
GPR units are in motion, both the actual and theoretical distances to each 
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trace from the first position are increasing. Comparing the theoretical dis-
tance to actual distance resembles a line of near-zero slope for static data 
and a linear slope for kinetic data. Figure 9 illustrates this relationship. 
The change in slope (i.e., the derivative) of the theoretical distance versus 
the actual distance between each trace reveals whether the GPR antenna is 
in motion versus stationary. 

Figure 9. Relationship between the total theoretical distance traveled, considering start and 
end points only (x-axis), and the actual distance traveled, considering the distance between 
each trace in the profile (y-axis). The linear relationships between these distances indicate 
kinetic data collection. Flat sections of zero slope indicate static data collection. The cyan 

circles and red arrows indicate start and stop locations of kinetic data. 

 

Static data was identified in the profile by evaluating the ratio of differ-
ence in actual distance between each trace (Δ𝑦𝑦) and difference in theoreti-
cal distance between each trace (Δ𝑥𝑥). This ratio, Δ𝑦𝑦

Δ𝑥𝑥
, is the slope of the line 

in Figure 9. Where the slope value was at or below a certain threshold, the 
corresponding trace number was identified as static data. The threshold 
was defined relative to the average slope of the distance traveled (Equa-
tion 1), specifically as one standard deviation (std) less than the mean 
slope. The which() command in R returned the indices where this logical 
expression was met. The corresponding data (amplitude response, GPS 
coordinates, etc.) associated with static traces were then removed from 
the profile. 

 which �Δ𝑦𝑦
Δ𝑥𝑥
≤ mean �Δ𝑦𝑦

Δ𝑥𝑥
� − std �Δ𝑦𝑦

Δ𝑥𝑥
��  (1) 
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The relative threshold value was successful at identifying static data in the 
middle of a profile as well. If, for any reason, a GPR operator stops towing 
the GPR unit in the middle of the profile, this method will identify and re-
move that static data. Figure 10 provides an example of pauses during 
data collection that were identified by the static data removal process 
(cyan points). 

Figure 10. Relationship between the total theoretical distance traveled, considering start 
and end points only (x-axis), and the actual distance traveled, considering the distance 
between each trace in the profile (y-axis). Linear relationships between these distances 

indicate kinetic data collection. Flat sections of zero slope indicate static data collection. 
Sections of static data in the middle of the profile are highlighted in cyan. 

 

This method of identifying static data is most successful for profiles col-
lected at moderate walking or towing speeds of the GPS and GPR units. 
Profiles collected at a slow or very slow pace lower the relative threshold 
value such that more traces are identified as static data throughout the 
length of the profile. Generally, this effect is not too much of a concern for 
post-processing of GPR data since thousands of traces are recorded and 
only a small portion of the data (10%–20%) would be removed at this step. 

After the detection and removal of the traces associated with static data 
collection, the total number of traces and their corresponding GPS coordi-
nates in the profile were reset to reflect the shorter profile. Traces were re-
numbered in sequential ascending order starting from one to the total 
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number of traces in the edited profile. The actual distance traveled was up-
dated with the remaining traces and written to the GPR profile data. The 
edited profile (Figure 11) was then passed to the next post-processing step 
in the workflow. 

Figure 11. Example of the static data removal post-processing step on (a) the 
sample GPR profile detailed at the beginning of this section (duplicate of Fig. 8b); 

and (b) the GPR profile after static data removal at the beginning, middle, and 
end of profile. 

(a) 

 
(b) 

 

5.2 Time-zero correction in R 

Time-zero correction is the second step in the overall post-processing 
workflow. As mentioned previously, time-zero correction is required to 
calibrate the depth and TWTT y-axes for improved depth-to-feature esti-
mates. Essentially, this step removes the white space along the top of the 
profile. The “first positive peak method” identifies the location of the maxi-
mum positive amplitude value along each trace. Recall that the amplitude 
values in the GPR profile (red–blue color ramp) represents the energy that 
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travels between the transmitter and receiver in the air and subsurface. As 
that energy travels through the air before reaching the subsurface, the first 
positive value returned to the receiver provides an estimate for the loca-
tion of the surface. The TWTT associated with the median location of first 
maximum amplitude along the profile is used as the value by which to shift 
the data vertically. For example, if the median maximum amplitude TWTT 
is located at 16.33 ns, then all traces are shifted vertically (up) by −16.33 
ns. To shift the traces, all rows in the data up to the median TWTT value 
are removed. Once shifted, the y-axis values are reordered so that 0 m 
depth and 0 ns TWTT are aligned with the ground surface (Figure 12).  

Figure 12. GPR profile shown in Fig. 11 with time-zero correction applied 
(compare to Fig. 13b). 

 

5.3 Distance normalization in R 

Distance normalization is the third post-processing step in the overall 
workflow. As previously mentioned, distance normalization involves cor-
recting, or “normalizing,” the horizontal scale of a GPR profile such that 
there is an equal number of traces per unit distance. In traditional meth-
ods, GSSI’s RADAN software uses a rubber-sheeting method to accom-
plish this task. The concept of rubber-sheeting is complex and is generally 
associated with correcting spatial map projections and other georeferenc-
ing adjustments, commonly used in geographic information system (GIS) 
products (Esri 2016). 

For GPR applications, there is limited guidance and knowledge about how 
the individual traces and their corresponding GPS coordinates and ampli-
tude returns are treated or manipulated during a rubber-sheeting transfor-
mation, though Al-Nuaimy (1999) developed an algorithm to apply 
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rubber-sheeting to GPR processing. The workflow was designed to use 
manual user marks made during profile collection, providing an approxi-
mate unit distance traveled at each mark. Within each approximate unit 
distance, traces in between were either locally compressed (averaged) or 
stretched (interpolated) to meet the target number of traces per unit dis-
tance. However, using this rigid method, the total number of traces in the 
distance-normalized profile changed due to local compressing and stretch-
ing to meet the fixed total number of traces per unit distance.  

The methods proposed in this study use the high-accuracy GPS coordi-
nates associated with the traces rather than user marks, providing a more 
accurate estimate of unit distance traveled. Rather than normalizing the 
number of traces per unit distance, the method normalizes the physical 
distance between each trace along the length of the profile. As such, GPS 
coordinates were sampled at 24 Hz as opposed to 1 Hz in this processing 
step. The higher sampling rate was used to determine the exact trace num-
bers associated with a unit distance along a GPR profile. 

The difference between actual trace positions (Δ𝑦𝑦) following static data re-
moval is not expected to be equal due to deviations in towing speed during 
the profile collection process and error in the GPS location (±10 cm). The 
purpose of distance normalization is essentially to translate the trace posi-
tions and their corresponding amplitude returns along the profile to be 
equidistant within a specified unit distance or interval (Δ𝑥𝑥|𝑎𝑎𝑏𝑏). Figure 13 
depicts this method. Conceptually, the distance-normalization process in-
terpolates the amplitude returns from the actual trace positions within a 
unit distance of 2 m (see the black circles, 𝑦𝑦, for interval a = 10 m and b = 
12 m in Figure 13) to the theoretical trace positions within that unit dis-
tance (see the red dashed lines, 𝑥𝑥, in Figure 13). In other words, the loca-
tion of each individual trace is adjusted slightly to a theoretical location 
that is equidistant to its neighboring traces within a specified unit dis-
tance. The amplitude returns are interpolated to these theoretical loca-
tions (see the cyan crosses in Figure 13b). 
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Figure 13. Visual representation of distance normalization of a GPR profile using 
a piecewise cubic Hermite interpolating polynomial (PCHIP) linear interpolation 
method. Individual amplitude returns from the original or actual trace locations 

(𝒚𝒚) are shown as black circles (a). Equidistant theoretical trace positions (𝒙𝒙) 
denoted as vertical red dashed lines. Interpolated amplitude returns at the 

artificial locations are denoted as cyan crosses (b). A unit distance of 2 m was 
applied to this profile for the distance-normalization step. 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

In this study, the interpolation of the amplitude returns to these theoreti-
cal trace positions was completed using a piecewise cubic Hermite interpo-
lating polynomial (PCHIP) linear interpolation method (Fritsch and 
Carlson 1980) in R. The PCHIP method is a shape-preserving piecewise 
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cubic interpolation approach such that the features (e.g., amplitude re-
turns) in the GPR profile are maintained across each subinterval. In this 
case, the subinterval was a specified unit distance. In Figure 13b, the cyan 
crosses follow the general spline of the original amplitude returns (black 
circles) across this section of the GPR profile without losing information or 
changing the values significantly. Additionally, this method preserves the 
total number of traces from the original profile. 

The unit distance (in meters) is the interval over which the GPR profile is 
normalized. The traces between each unit distance are preserved, meaning 
the amplitude returns within this interval will not be affected by amplitude 
returns outside of this interval. The default unit distance applied in this 
post-processing step is 2 m. Preliminary sensitivity tests show that smaller 
unit distances minimize shifting of the trace positions for the most accu-
rate interpolated amplitude returns. If the total distance traveled during 
the profile is not an integer multiple of the unit distance, the last interval 
will contain the number of traces between the distance from the end of the 
previous interval to the total distance traveled at the end of the profile.  

The trace numbers associated with a specified unit distance interval are 
identified from the list of actual distance traveled following static data re-
moval. For a unit distance of 2 m, the trace numbers associated with a dis-
tance of 2 m, 4 m, 6 m, and so on from the start of the profile are identified 
and used as anchors (end points) of each interval.  

The amplitude returns in the GPR profile are available in a matrix format 
when read through RGPR. The matrix is of size [n × m], where n is the 
number of vertical layers received by the GPR antenna (rows; TWTT) and 
m is the number of traces in the profile (columns; after static data are re-
moved and time-zero correction is applied). The PCHIP interpolation 
method was executed over the horizontal axis (distance traveled) for each 
individual vertical layer in the GPR profile. In other words, for each row n, 
the PCHIP method is applied over all traces in m. As a result, a new matrix 
of the same size is created that contains the distance-normalized profile.  

Figure 14 displays the effect of the distance-normalization script on the 
sample GPR profile. The top plot depicts the profile with static data re-
moved and time-zero correction applied (but prior to distance normaliza-
tion); the middle plot shows the distance-normalized profile; the bottom 
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plot displays the difference between the top and middle plots. A unit dis-
tance of 2 m was applied in this formulation. The difference plot highlights 
the location and magnitude of changes in the amplitude returns caused by 
the distance-normalization process. 

Figure 14. Example of the distance-normalization post-processing step on the 
sample GPR profile detailed at the beginning of this section (see Fig. 8): (a) The 
GPR profile after static data removal and time-zero correction (duplicate of Fig. 
12), (b) the GPR profile after distance normalization has been applied to a, and 

(c) the difference between a and b (specifically a subtract b). 
(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 
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By leveraging the high-accuracy GPS coordinates of individual traces, the 
PCHIP interpolation method more accurately represents the true ampli-
tude returns of the GPR profile compared to the local compression and 
stretch of amplitude returns in the traditional rubber-sheeting method. 
Further, the preservation of all traces in the profile allows for direct identi-
fication, tracking, and quantification of changes made to the profile for 
quality assurance and sensitivity analysis. 

5.4 Data filtering in R 

Data filtering is the fourth step in the overall post-processing script work-
flow. As stated previously, data filtering is required to reduce noise and en-
hance the visibility of significant sections of GPR profiles. This study used 
a preexisting data filtering function within RGPR as it fit within the 
script’s workflow and filtered data in the manner intended for this effort. 
The RGPR fFilter() function applies a band-pass filter to the profile by 
performing a fast Fourier transform using a Hamming window. As written 
in RGPR, fFilter() requires a hard-coded variable f to define threshold 
frequency values. Band-pass threshold frequencies were defined as a func-
tion of the antenna used for data collection relative to the center frequency 
of the antenna (𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐, hertz). The threshold frequencies (hertz), HighPass and 
LowPass, were designed to be equivalent to 0.5 (𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐/2) and 1.5 (2𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐) times 
the center frequency of the antenna, respectively. This design allows the 
post-processing method to be flexible with any GPS antenna used in data 
collection. Figure 15 displays the effect of the data filtering script on the 
sample GPR profile. Compared to Figure 14b, which displays the profile af-
ter static data removal, time-zero correction, and distance normalization, 
the Figure 15 filtered profile has a smaller range in amplitude values (red, 
white, and blue color scheme is lighter). This is an expected result as the 
filter removes unwanted high (dark blue) and low (dark red) frequencies. 
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Figure 15. Top, duplicate of profile shown in Fig. 14b. Bottom, top profile with 
data filtering applied. 

 

 

5.5 Stacking in R 

Stacking is the fifth and final step in the overall post-processing script 
workflow. As previously mentioned, the purpose of stacking data is to im-
prove the signal-to-noise ratio in a GPR profile while also maintaining 
data integrity. Stacking functions are applied to GPR profiles to improve 
the analysis of discrete reflections (e.g., a buried utility), to analyze contin-
uous layers (e.g., bedrock or soil horizons), and to average out vertical 
“striping” caused by the antenna decoupling with the ground during data 
collection. However, overstacking traces can result in data becoming 
“smudged” and filtering out real, meaningful data.  

To implement stacking in this script, the running or moving median— 
runmed()—R function was used to average traces within a GPR profile. The 
stacked output data are of the same dimensions as the original input varia-
ble (profile). As a default, the runmed() function calculates the median of 
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the entire dataset. If not used in the default manner, the parameter k sets 
the window size a. For this study, k is set to a default value of three, 
though an end user can select a different value if required for their pro-
cessing needs. The value of k must be odd. If a user enters an even num-
ber, processing will be aborted; and the user will be alerted by a 
conditional statement requesting an odd value for k. A default value of 
three was selected as it most effectively removed high-frequency noise 
from the data without causing oversmoothing effects. The median function 
was selected as it is less sensitive to data outliers when compared to the 
mean. These parameters were selected in this study after evaluating data 
integrity based on a comparison between the input data and the stacked 
output data. Differences in reflection magnitude around near-surface re-
sponses were present when the window was increased higher than six 
traces. Figure 16 displays the effect of the stacking script on the sample 
GPR profile. 

Figure 16. Top, duplicate of the profile shown in the Fig. 15 bottom panel. Bottom, top 
profile with stacking applied. 
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6 Conclusions and Recommendations 

The script developed in this study eliminates the need for an SME to re-
move static data, time-zero correct, distance normalize, filter, and stack 
raw GSSI GPR profiles—which substantially reduces overall time spent on 
post-processing. At each step of development, comparison (difference) 
plots were made before and after each processing step was run to ensure 
each step worked as intended and that unwanted changes to the data 
were not made accidentally. As R programming is open source, this script 
also removes previous dependencies on costly and proprietary GPR-pro-
cessing software.  

Future enhancements to this script include data migration and expanding 
file-type compatibility. Data migration is a GPR post-processing step that 
refines velocity estimates by using hyperbolic summation. Migration is 
needed to improve depth calibrations and to collapse hyperbolas that 
could conceal deeper targets (Leach 2019). Additionally, the script devel-
oped in this study is currently compatible with only GSSI’s DZT file for-
mat. Future efforts will expand this capability so that it is compatible with 
additional GPR manufacturer file types, such as from Sensors & Software, 
MALA, and Impulse Radar.  

Future work will also involve combining this script with a GPR change-de-
tection script that is currently under development to detect washouts in or 
under dams, levees, and roads. The change-detection script will be able to 
identify if subsurface changes have occurred between repeated data collec-
tions. Ultimately, the post-processing script developed in this study will 
serve as a precursor to GPR files processed through the change-detection 
script so that end users will be able to automatically post-process and in-
terpret GPR data. Combined, these scripts may make GPR a more accessi-
ble and useful tool.  
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Appendix: Post-Processing Script 

To run this GPR post-processing script, users will need to download and 
install R and RStudio and load the following libraries: RGPR, dplyr, geo-
sphere, pracma, lubridate, and bpa. This script is compatible with GSSI’s 
DZT file types.  

############################################## 
# 
# GPR Post Data Collection Processing Script 
# 
#  Static Data Removal 
#  Time-Zero Correction 
#  Distance Normalization 
#  Data Filtering 
#  Stacking 
# 
# Developed by:  
# ERDC/CRREL 
# 09 August 2021 
# 
# Last updated: 
# 03 June 2022 
############################################## 
 
########## LOAD REQUIRED LIBRARIES ########## 
library(RGPR)   
library(dplyr) 
library(geosphere) 
library(pracma) 
library(lubridate) 
library(bpa) 
 
########## SPECIFY INPUT VARIABLES ########## 
# Specify the path to the file directory  
iDir <- "C://path//to//GPR//profiles" 
 
# Set path as the working directory 
setwd(iDir)     
 
# List of all GPR profiles in iDir folder with extension *.DZT 
dzt_files <- list.files(pattern = "*.DZT") 
 
########## DEFINE / DECLARE FUNCTIONS ########## 
 
### Declare remove static function 
removeStaticDataGPR <- function(GPR_file){ 
 
  # Specify the GPR filename 
  GPRFile <- GPR_file 
 
  # Define number of traces 
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  numTrace <- length(GPRFile@traces) 
   
  # Sampling frequency 
  freq <- 24 
  freq_int <- seq(1,numTrace,freq) 
  if(freq_int[length(freq_int)] != numTrace){ freq_int <- 
c(freq_int,numTrace) } 
   
  # Pull lat/lon 
  lon <- GPRFile@coord[,1] 
  lat <- GPRFile@coord[,2] 
   
  # Total linear distance traveled 
  total_linear_distance_traveled <- 
dist(c(lon[1],lat[1]),c(lon[numTrace],lat[numTrace])) 
   
  # Actual distance traveled –  
  # computed in computePositionsFromLonLat() 
  actual_distance <- GPRFile@pos 
  actual_distance <- actual_distance[freq_int] 
   
  # Derivative – find the derivative of actual distance traveled 
  #  and theoretical 
  #  --> distance traveled at the sampling frequency. 
  theoretical_distance <- linspace(0,total_linear_distance_trav-
eled,numTrace) #[m] 
  theoretical_distance <- theoretical_distance[freq_int] 
  derivative <- diff(actual_distance) / diff(theoretical_dis-
tance) 
   
  # Set threshold for defining static data - relative to walking 
speed 
  static_data_int <- which(derivative <= (median(derivative) - 
std(derivative))) 
  static_data_int <- c(static_data_int, length(freq_int)) 
   
  # Remove static data from profile' 
  static_data <- c() 
  for(i in seq(2,length(static_data_int))){ 
    tmp <- seq(freq_int[static_data_int[i]]-
freq,freq_int[static_data_int[i]]) 
    static_data <- append(static_data,tmp,af-
ter=length(static_data)) 
  } 
   
  GPRFileC1C2 <- GPRFile[,-static_data] 
   
  # Rewrite actual distance traveled' 
  update_actual_distance <- c() 
  for(i in seq_along(GPRFileC1C2@traces)){ 
    update_actual_distance[i] <-  

dist(c(GPRFileC1C2@coord[1,1],GPRFileC1C2@coord[1,2]),                   
c(GPRFileC1C2@coord[i,1],GPRFileC1C2@coord[i,2])) # [m] 

  } 
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GPRFileC1C2@pos <- update_actual_distance 
  GPRFileC1C2@traces <- seq(1,length(GPRFileC1C2@traces),1) 
   
  return(GPRFileC1C2) 
 
} 
 
### Declare time zero correction function 
timeZeroCorrectionGPR <- function(GPRC1C2_file){ 
   
  # Find where max amplitude value is located (in depth) at each 
trace in profile 
  maxamploc <- c() 
  for (i in 1:length(GPRC1C2_file@traces)){ 
    maxamploc[i] <- which.max(GPRC1C2_file@data[,i]) 
  } 
   
  # Find median location of max amp across profile length 
  med_maxamploc <- as.integer(median(maxamploc)) 
   
  # Find the time (ns) associated with that amplitude (TZ correct 
value) 
  maxamptime <- GPRC1C2_file@depth[med_maxamploc] 
   
  # Remove all the rows up to the TZ correct value row 
  GPRFileC1C2TZ <- GPRC1C2_file[-1:-med_maxamploc,] 
   
  # Shift the time values to start at 0 ns 
  NewTime0 <- GPRFileC1C2TZ@depth[1] 
  GPRFileC1C2TZ@depth <- GPRFileC1C2TZ@depth - NewTime0 
   
  return(GPRFileC1C2TZ) 
} 
 
# Declare distance normalization function 
distanceNormalizeDataGPR <- function(GPRC1C2TZ_file,ndist=2){ 
   
  # Specify the GPR variable 
  GPRFileC1C2TZ <- GPRC1C2TZ_file 
   
  # define vector of trace numbers 
  trNo <- GPRFileC1C2TZ@traces 
   
  # pull lat/lon coordinates 
  lon <- GPRFileC1C2TZ@coord[,1] 
  lat <- GPRFileC1C2TZ@coord[,2] 
   
  # total distance of profile - linear distance 
  actual_distance <- GPRFileC1C2TZ@pos 
   
  ### Unit distance [m] 
  # Create decision criteria for ndist in future; for now, play 
with it 
  NDIST <- ndist 
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  # unit distance vector 
  Ax <- NDIST*(0:(actual_distance/NDIST)) 
   
  # determine index of linear distance at unit distance 
  ind0 <- Ax 
  ind0[1] <- 1 
  ind <- 1 
  scanInd <- Ax[1] 
  for(i in 1:(length(Ax)-1)){ 
    chk_dist <- Ax[i] 
    while(as.integer(chk_dist) != as.integer(Ax[i+1])){ 
      chk_dist <- actual_distance[ind] 
      ind <- ind + 1 
    } 
    scanInd <- append(scanInd, ind-1, after=length(scanInd)) 
  } 
   
  # append last point to position vector 
  extrapIx <- actual_distance - Ax[length(Ax)] 
  Ax <- append(Ax, max(Ax)+extrapIx, after=length(Ax)) 
  scanInd <- append(scanInd, trNo[length(trNo)], af-
ter=length(scanInd)) 
  scanInd[1] <- 1 
   
  # ----------DISTANCE NORMALIZE --------------- 
  # define empty radargram 
  data <- GPRFileC1C2TZ@data 
  dataDN <- zeros(size(data,1), length(trNo)) 
   
  # DISTANCE NORMALIZE -- PCHIP method 
  if(any(diff(actual_distance)<0)){ 
    ax1 <- sort(actual_distance) 
  } else { 
    ax1 <- actual_distance 
  }   
  ax2 <- interp1(scanInd,Ax,xi=trNo,'linear') 
  for (kk in 1:size(data,1)){ 
    dataDN[kk,] <- pchip(ax1,data[kk,],ax2) # Interpolated Radar-
gram 
  } 
   
  # Create DN profile 
  GPRFileC1C2TZDN <- GPRFileC1C2TZ 
  GPRFileC1C2TZDN@data <- dataDN 
  GPRFileC1C2TZDN@pos <- ax2 
 
  return(GPRFileC1C2TZDN) 
   
} 
 
### Declare data filtering function 
dataFilteringGPR <- function(GPRC1C2TZDN_file){ 
   
  # Specify the GPR variable name 
  GPRFile <- GPRC1C2TZDN_file 
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  # Pull antenna frequency 
  Antenna<-GPRFile@freq 
   
  # Set the high pass frequency 
  HighPass <-Antenna*0.5 
   
  # Set the low pass frequency 
  LowPass<-Antenna*0.5 + Antenna 
   
  # Combine low and high for a band pass frequency range  
  f<-c(HighPass, LowPass) 
   
  # Band pass filter using frequencies specified above  
  GPRC1C2TZDNFIR <- fFilter(GPRFile, f, type = "bandpass", 
plotSpec = FALSE) 
   
  # Return filtered profile 
  return(GPRC1C2TZDNFIR) 
   
} 
 
### Declare stacking function 
stackingGPR <- function(GPRC1C2TZDNFIR_file,nStack = 3){ 
   
  # error check for number of stacks (nStack) 
  # must be odd 
  if (nStack %% 2 == 0){ 
    stop("Error: number of stacks must be odd") 
  } 
   
  GPRC1C2TZDNFIRS <- GPRC1C2TZDNFIR_file 
  sData <- GPRC1C2TZDNFIRS@data 
  nSamples <- length(GPRC1C2TZDNFIRS@depth) 
   
  # apply running median filter to each layer in profile 
  for(i in 1:nSamples){ 
    sData[i,] <- runmed(GPRC1C2TZDNFIRS@data[i,],nStack) 
  } 
   
  #Replace original data with stacked data 
  GPRC1C2TZDNFIRS@data <- sData 
   
  return(GPRC1C2TZDNFIRS) 
} 
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Abbreviations 
CRREL Cold Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory 

GIS Geospatial information system 

GNSS Global Navigation Satellite System  

GPR Ground-penetrating radar 

GSSI Geophysical Survey Systems, Inc. 

IIR Infinite impulse response  

PCHIP Piecewise cubic Hermite interpolating polynomial 

SME Subject matter expert 

TWTT Two-way travel time 
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